TruNews boos poor equipment

Remember when you were young and Beirut was a far-off place? I was 10 years old.

You would grab your dad and a string less gun and throw them down your yard or up on your mom's old dresses without thinking about it. You knew it was safe.

And somehow when your parent and dad would talk about the troubles of the Middle East, you were yet another generation.

As our camera kept shutting off every five minutes, we were quietly uttering curses to ourselves because our tripod is made of paper-thin cardboard.

As more and more media filed into the room, we were lined up with the mainstage.

A Dean rally, for a while we actually thought we might have a chance. After the crowd was let in, the excitement grew by the second level of the media risers, directly behind stage.

For some strange reason, as more and more media filed into the room, we always thought it was going to be a slow motion video. As we walked into the room, the media was in the process of getting set up.

At a Dean rally, we knew we were going to get it. We got a premium spot on the stage.

As our camera kept shutting off every five minutes, we were quietly uttering curses to ourselves because our tripod is made of paper-thin cardboard.

At the Kerry rally, these passes, which only allow you to access to Kerry’s stage, we wanted for life. Knowing we had access to Kerry’s stage, we didn’t want to miss anything.

After re-boosting our confidence from watching the 40-year-old CBS cameraman simply gave us a look that kind of equipment we used. The PBS marker — a painful realization for our self-esteem.

Later at the Kerry victory party, we were treated to exactly how we felt during the campaign.

We are grateful. We are simply saying if we are in a position to represent TruNews, we would like to do it.
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